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Abstract
A linear operator T between two lattice-normed locally solid Riesz spaces is said to
be pτ -continuous if, for any pτ -null net (xα), the net (Txα) is pτ -null, and T is also said
to be pτ -bounded operator if it sends pτ -bounded subsets to pτ -bounded subsets. They
are generalize several known classes of operators such as continuous, order continuous,
p-continuous, order bounded, p-bounded operators, etc. We also study upτ -continuous
operators between lattice-normed locally solids Riesz spaces.
1 Introduction
Continuous operators play an important and effective role in functional analysis. It is
known that order convergence in vector lattice is not topological in general. But tanks
to order convergence, some properties such as order continuous in vector lattice can be
defined. In this paper, we study continuous and bounded operators with convergence in
[5], which attracted attention of several authors in series of recent papers [8, 11]. We refer
the reader for detail information about operator theory, the theory of locally solid vector
lattice, and lattice-normed vector lattice; see [1, 2, 7, 6, 8, 15, 18].
Nakano introduced the name of uo-convergence in [18] under the name individual
convergence, and Troitsky introduced the name of un-convergence [19] under the name
d-convergence. The unbounded p-convergence was introduced in [7], and the unbounded pτ -
convergence was introduced in [5]. We refer the reader for an exposition on uo-convergence
to [12], on un-convergence to [10, 14], and up-convergence to [6, 7, 8]. For applications of
uo-convergence, we refer to [12].
A net (xα)α∈A in a vector lattice X is order convergent to x ∈ X if there exists
another net (yβ)β∈B satisfying yβ ↓ 0, and for any β ∈ B, there exists αβ ∈ A such that
|xα − x| ≤ yβ for all α ≥ αβ. In this case we write xα
o
−→x. In a vector lattice X, a net
(xα) is unbounded order convergent to x ∈ X if |xα−x|∧u
o
−→ 0 for every u ∈ X+; see [12].
In this case we write xα
uo
−→x. The uo-convergence is an abstraction of a.e.-convergence
in Lp-spaces for 1 ≤ p < ∞, [12]. In a normed vector lattice (X, ‖·‖), a net (xα) is
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unbounded norm convergent to x ∈ X, written as xα
un
−→x, if ‖|xα − x| ∧ u‖ → 0 for
every u ∈ X+; see [10]. For a finite measure µ, un-convergence of sequences in Lp(µ),
1 ≤ p <∞, is equivalent to convergence in measure, see [10, 19]. A net (xα) in a Banach
lattice X is unbounded absolute weak convergent (or uaw-convergent, for short) to x ∈ X
if, for each u ∈ X+, |xα−x| ∧u→ 0 weakly; see [21]. In this paper, all vector lattices are
assumed to be real and Archimedean.
Let X be a vector space, E be a vector lattice, and p : X → E+ be a vector norm
(i.e. p(x) = 0⇔ x = 0, p(λx) = |λ|p(x) for all λ ∈ R, x ∈ X, and p(x+ y) ≤ p(x) + p(y)
for all x, y ∈ X) then the triple (X, p,E) is called a lattice-normed space, abbreviated as
LNS. The lattice norm p in an LNS (X, p,E) is said to be decomposable if, for all x ∈ X,
and e1, e2 ∈ E+, it follows from p(x) = e1 + e2, that there exists x1, x2 ∈ X such that
x = x1+ x2 and p(xk) = ek for k = 1, 2; see [9, 13]. If X is a vector lattice and the vector
norm p is monotone (i.e. |x| ≤ |y| ⇒ p(x) ≤ p(y)) then the triple (X, p,E) is called a
lattice-normed vector lattice, abbreviated as LNVL; see [6, 7, 8].
Let E be a vector lattice and τ be a linear topology on E that has a base at zero
consisting of solid sets. Then the pair (E, τ) is said a locally solid vector lattice (or, locally
solid Riesz space). It should be noted that all topologies considered throughout this article
are assumed to be Hausdorff. It follows from [1, Thm.2.28] that a linear topology τ on
a vector lattice E is a locally solid iff it is generated by a family of Riesz pseudonorms
{ρj}j∈J . Moreover, if a family of Riesz pseudonorms generates a locally solid topology
τ on a vector lattice E then xα
τ
−→x iff ρj(xα − x) → 0 in R for each j ∈ J . Since E is
Hausdorff, the family {ρj}j∈J of Riesz pseudonorms is separating; i.e., if ρj(x) = 0 for all
j ∈ J then x = 0. A locally solid vector lattice is said to have Lebesgue property if xα
o
−→ 0
in E implies xα
τ
−→ 0. In this article, unless otherwise, the pair (E, τ) refers to as a locally
solid vector lattice, and the topologies in locally solid vector lattices are generated by a
family of Riesz pseudonorms {ρj}j∈J . Let (X, p,E) be an LNVL with (E, τ) is a locally
solid vector lattice then (X, p,Eτ ) is said to be a lattice-normed locally solid Riesz space
(or, lattice-normed locally solid vector lattice), abbreviated as LNLS in [5]. Throughout
this article, we use X instead of (X, p,Eτ ), and Y instead of (Y,m,Fτ´ ). Note also that
L(X,Y ) denotes the space of all linear operators between vector spaces X and Y . If X
is a normed space then X∗ denotes the topological dual of X, and BX denotes the closed
unit ball of X.
We abbreviate the convergence p(xα−x)
τ
−→ 0 as xα
pτ
−→x, and say in this case that (xα)
pτ -converges to x. A net (xα)α∈A in an LNLS (X, p,Eτ ) is said to be pτ -Cauchy if the net
(xα − xα′)(α,α′)∈A×A pτ -converges to 0. An LNLS (X, p,Eτ ) is called (sequentially) pτ -
complete if every pτ -Cauchy (sequence) net in X is pτ -convergent. In an LNLS (X, p,Eτ )
a subset A of X is called pτ -bounded if p(A) is τ -bounded in E. An LNLS (X, p,Eτ ) is
called opτ -continuous if xα
o
−→ 0 implies that p(xα)
τ
−→ 0. A net (xα) in an LNLS (X, p,Eτ )
is said to be unbounded pτ -convergent to x ∈ X (shortly, (xα) upτ -converges to x or
xα
upτ
−−→x) if p(|xα − x| ∧ u)
τ
−→ 0 for all u ∈ X+; see [5].
Let (X, p,E) be an LNS and (E, ‖·‖E) be a normed vector lattice. The mixed-norm on
X is defined by p-‖x‖E = ‖p(x)‖E for all x ∈ X. In this case the normed space (X, p-‖·‖E)
is called a mixed-normed space; see [13, 7.1.1, p.292].
Consider two LNSs (X, p,E) and (Y,m,F ). A linear operator T : X → Y is said
to be dominated if there is a positive operator S : E → F satisfying m(Tx) ≤ S(p(x))
for all x ∈ X. In this case, S is called a dominant for T . For any two ordered vector
spaces E and F , L∼(E,F ) is the set of all order bounded operators from E into F . We
refer the reader for more information on LNSs to [9, 13] and [7]. It should be noticed
that the theory of lattice-normed spaces is well- developed in the case of decomposable
lattice norms (cf. [13]). In this article, we usually do not assume lattice norms to be
decomposable. We shall keep in mind the following; see [5, Lem.1.1], and in this paper,
we use it frequently.
2
Lemma 1.1. Let (xα) and (yα) be two nets in a locally solid vector lattice (E, τ) such
that |xα| ≤ |yα| for all α, and yα
τ
−→ 0 in E then xα
τ
−→ 0 in E.
We shall keep in mind the following; see [8, Lem.1].
Lemma 1.2. Let (X, p,E) be an LNS such that (E, ‖·‖E) is a Banach space. If (X, p,E)
is sequentially p-complete then (X, p-‖·‖E) is Banach space.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we give the definitions of pτ -
continuous and pτ -bounded operators between LNLSs. We show that the set of all order
bounded pτ -bounded operators Bpτ (X,Y ) and the set of all order bounded pτ -continuous
operators Cpτ (X,Y ) are locally solid Riesz spaces; see Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.4.
Also, we have a relation between p-bounded and pτ -bounded operators; see Proposition
2.5 and a relation between order continuous and pτ -continuous operators; see Proposition
2.7. Moreover, we see that pτ -continuous operator is pτ -bounded; see Proposition 2.11.
We complete this section with a technical work that give pτ -continuous operators in terms
of disjoint sequences; see Theorem 2.14.
In section 3, we introduce the notions of upτ -continuous and sequentially upτ -continuous
operator between LNLSs. We see that a dominated surjective lattice homomorphism op-
erator is sequentially upτ -continuous; see Theorem 3.1, Corollary 3.2 and Corollary 3.3.
We give some kind of upτ -continuous operator; see Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 3.6.
2 pτ-Continuous and pτ-Bounded Operators be-
tween Lattice-Normed Locally Solid Riesz Spaces
In this section, we define the notions of pτ -continuous and pτ -bounded operators between
LNLSs. A operator T between two LNVLs X and Y is called p-continuous if xα
p
−→ 0 in
X implies Txα
p
−→ 0 in Y , and if the condition holds only for sequences then T is called
sequentially p-continuous, and also T is called p-bounded if it maps p-bounded sets in X
to p-bounded sets in Y ; see [8]. Motivated from those, we give the following notions.
Definition 2.1. Let X, Y be two LNLSs and T ∈ L(X,Y ). Then
(1) T is called pτ -continuous if xα
pτ
−→ 0 in X implies Txα
pτ
−→ 0 in Y , and if the condition
holds only for sequences then T is called sequentially pτ -continuous,
(2) T is called pτ -bounded if it maps pτ -bounded sets in X to pτ -bounded sets in Y .
Let’s give some example of pτ -continuous and pτ -bounded operators.
Example 2.1.
(i) Let (X, τ) and (Y, τ´) be two locally solid vector lattices with order bounded τ -neighborhood
and τ´ -neighborhood of zero. Then, by applying [1, Thm.2.19(i)] and [15, Thm.2.2],
we have T : (X, |·|,Xτ )→ (Y, |·|, Yτ´ ) is pτ -bounded iff T : X → Y is order bounded,
for more general; see Proposition 2.5.
(ii) Let (X, ‖·‖X ) and (Y, ‖·‖Y ) be normed spaces then T : (X, ‖·‖X ,R) → (Y, ‖·‖Y ,R)
is pτ -continuous (respectively, pτ -bounded) with usual topology on R iff T : X → Y
is norm continuous (respectively, norm bounded).
(iii) Let X be a vector lattice and (Y, ‖·‖Y ) be a normed space. Then T ∈ L(X,Y )
is called order-to-norm continuous if xα
o
−→ 0 in X implies Txα
‖·‖Y
−−−→ 0; see [17,
Sect.4,p.468]. Therefore, for a locally solid vector lattice (X, τ) with Lebesgue prop-
erty, pτ -continuity of T : (X, |·|,Xτ )→ (Y, ‖·‖Y ,R) implies order-to-norm continuity
of T : X → Y .
In the following, we see that the collection of all pτ -continuous operators between
LNLSs is vector space.
3
Lemma 2.1. Let (X, p,Eτ ) and (Y,m,Fτ´ ) be two LNLSs.
(i) If T, S : (X, p,Eτ ) → (Y,m,Fτ´ ) are pτ -continuous operators then λS + µT is pτ -
continuous for any real numbers λ and µ. In particular, if H = T − S then H is
pτ -continuous.
(ii) If −T1 ≤ T ≤ T2 with T1 and T2 positive and pτ -continuous operators then T is
pτ -continuous.
Proof. (i) We have to show xα
pτ
−→ 0 in X implies m(Sxα + Txα)
τ´
−→ 0 in F . Indeed,
m(Sxα + Txα) ≤ m(Sxα) +m(Txα)
τ´
−→ 0.
So S + T is also pτ -continuous. For real numbers λ and µ, we have
m(λSxα + µTxα) ≤ |λ|m(Sxα) + |µ|m(Txα) ≤ (|λ|+ |µ|)
(
m(Sxα) +m(Txα)
) τ´
−→ 0.
Therefore, λS + µT is pτ -continuous.
(ii) If −T1 ≤ T ≤ T2 with T1 and T2 positive and pτ -continuous then
0 ≤ T + T1 ≤ T2 + T1
with T + T1 is positive and pτ -continuous. Thus T = (T + T1)− T1 is pτ -continuous.
The following is motivated from [11, Lem.1, Lem.2 and Lem.3 ].
Theorem 2.2. Let (X, τ) be a locally solid vector lattice, and (Y, τ´ ) be a locally solid vector
lattice with Fatou topology and Y is order complete vector lattice. Then the followings hold;
(i) The set of all order bounded pτ -bounded operators Bpτ (X,Y ) between LNLSs (X, |·|,Xτ )
and (Y, |·|, Yτ´ ) is vector lattice;
(ii) The set of all order bounded pτ -continuous operators Cpτ (X,Y ) between LNLSs
(X, |·|,Xτ ) and (Y, |·|, Yτ´ ) is vector lattice.
Proof. (i) It suffices to prove that for an operator T ∈ Bpτ (X,Y ), T
+ ∈ Bpτ (X,Y ). By
the Riesz-Kantorovich formula, we have
T+(x) = sup{Tu : 0 ≤ u ≤ x}.
Let A be a pτ -bounded subset of X. So, |A| is τ -bounded in X or, for a given τ -
neighborhood zero U , there is a real number λ > 0 such that |λA| ∈ U . Since U is
solid set, we have λA ∈ U . On the other hand, using pτ -boundedness of T , T (U) is
pτ -bounded in Y . So, for arbitrary zero τ´ -neighborhood V ⊆ Y , there is a positive real
number ε such that
∣∣εT (U)∣∣ ⊆ V . Using solidness of V , we have εT (U) ⊆ V . Thus, for
each x ∈ A+, T (x) ∈ γV , where γ =
1
ελ
, and so T+(x) ∈ γV since U is solid and V is
order closed. Hence, we get T+(A) ⊆ γV . Therefore, we see that T+(A) is pτ -bounded
in (Y, |·|, Yτ´ ).
(ii) It suffices to prove that for an operator T ∈ Cpτ (X,Y ), T
+ ∈ Cpτ (X,Y ). By the
Riesz-Kantorovich formula, we have T+(x) = sup{Tu : 0 ≤ u ≤ x}.
Suppose a net (xα) pτ -convergences to zero, or |xα|
τ
−→ 0 in X. Hence, for any τ -
neighborhood U in X, there is an index α0 such that |xα| ∈ U and so, by solidness of
U , xα ∈ U for all α > α0. Since T is pτ -continuous, the net (Txα) is pτ -converges to
zero, or |(Txα)|
τ´
−→ 0 in Y . So, for arbitrary zero τ´ -neighborhood V ⊆ Y , there exists τ -
neighborhood zero U ⊆ X such that |T (U)| ⊆ V , or, by solidness of V , we have T (U) ⊆ V .
Thus, T (xα) ∈ V for all α > α0. Hence, by solidness of U and order closedness of V ,
T+(xα) ∈ V for all α > α0. Therefore, we get that
(
T+(xα)
)
is pτ -convergences to zero
in (Y, |·|, Yτ´ ).
4
A net (Tα) of operators between topological vector spaces X and Y is said to converge
to zero uniformly on A if, for each zero neighborhood V in Y , there exists an index α0
such that Tα(A) ⊆ V for all α > α0. The following result extends [11, Thm.1] and [22,
Thm.6] to a more general setting.
Theorem 2.3. Let (X, τ) be a locally solid vector lattice, and (Y, τ´ ) be a locally solid
vector lattice with Fatou topology and Y is order complete vector lattice. Then Bpτ (X,Y )
is locally solid vector lattice with respect to the uniform convergence topology on some zero
neighborhood.
Proof. Consider (Tα) as a net of order bounded pτ -bounded operators such that it con-
verges uniformly on some zero neighborhood U ⊆ X to a linear operator T ∈ Bpτ (X,Y ).
Choose arbitrary zero τ´ -neighborhood V ⊆ Y . Then there is an index α0 such that
(Tα − T )(U) ⊆ V for all α > α0.
Fix x ∈ U+ then, by the formula (a+ b)
+ ≤ a+ + b+ for any two vectors a and b in a
vector lattice, we have
T+α (x) = (Tα − T + T )
+(x) ≤ (Tα − T )
+(x) + T+(x).
Thus, we get T+α (x)−T
+(x) ≤ (Tα−T )
+(x). Using the solidness of zero τ -neighborhood
U and the order closedness of zero τ´ -neighborhood V , we have
T+α (x)− T
+(x) ≤ (Tα − T )
+(x) ∈ V
for each α > α0. Since V is solid set, we have
(
T+α − T
+
)
(x) ∈ V for each α > α0.
Therefore, by using [1, Thm.2.17], we get the desired result.
A net (Tα) of operators between topological vector spaces X and Y converges to zero
equicontinuously if, for each zero neighborhood V in Y , there is a zero neighborhood U
in X such that, for every ε > 0, there exists an index α0 such that Tα(U) ⊆ εV for all
α > α0. The following is a more general extension of [11, Thm.2] and [22, Thm.7].
Theorem 2.4. Let (X, τ) be a locally solid vector lattice, and (Y, τ´ ) be a locally solid
vector lattice with Fatou topology and Y is order complete vector lattice. Then Cpτ (X,Y )
is locally solid vector lattice with respect to the equicontinuous convergence topology.
Proof. Consider a net (Tα) of order bounded pτ -continuous operators such that it is
convergent equicontinuously to a linear operator T ∈ Cpτ (X,Y ). Choose arbitrary zero
τ´ -neighborhood V ⊆ Y . So, there is a zero τ -neighborhood U ⊆ X such that, for each
ε > 0, there exists an index α0 such that Tα(U) ⊆ εV for all α > α0. Let’s fix x ∈ U+.
Then, by the formula (a+ b)+ ≤ a+ + b+ in vector lattices, we have
T+α (x) = (Tα − T + T )
+(x) ≤ (Tα − T )
+(x) + T+(x).
Thus, T+α (x)− T
+(x) ≤ (Tα − T )
+(x). Hence, by the solidness of zero τ -neighborhood U
and the order closedness of zero τ´ -neighborhood V , we have
T+α (x)− T
+(x) ≤ (Tα − T )
+(x) ∈ εV
for all α > α0. Since V is solid set, we have
(
T+α − T
+
)
(x) ∈ εV for each α > α0.
Therefore, we get the result from [1, Thm.2.17].
There is a relation between p and pτ notions in the following result.
Proposition 2.5. Let T be an operator between LNLSs (X, p,Eτ ) and (Y,m,Fτ´ ) with
(E, τ) and (F, τ´ ) have order bounded neighborhoods of zero. Then T is p-bounded iff it is
pτ -bounded.
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Proof. (⇒) Assume T is p-bounded. Suppose A is pτ -bounded subset in X, and so p(A)
is τ -bounded in E. Thus, p(A) is also order bounded in E; see [15, Thm.2.2]. Since T is
p-bounded, T (A) is p-bounded in Y , and so m
(
T (A)
)
is order bounded in F . Therefore,
m
(
T (A)
)
is τ´ -bounded in F ; see [1, Thm.2.19(i)]. Hence, T (A) is pτ -bounded in Y .
(⇐) Similar to first part of proof, we can get the result.
In the following, we obtain a technical work about pτ -bounded and dominated opera-
tors.
Proposition 2.6. Any dominated operator T between LNLSs (X, p,Eτ ) with (E, τ) has
an order bounded τ -neighborhood of zero and (Y,m,Fτ´ ) is pτ -bounded.
Proof. Consider a pτ -bounded subset A in X. So, p(A) is τ -bounded in E. Thus, p(A) is
also order bounded in E; see [15, Thm.2.2]. Let S be dominant of T . Since S is positive
operator, S
(
p(A)
)
is order bounded in F . Also, we know that m
(
T (a)
)
≤ S
(
p(a)
)
for
all a ∈ A, and so m
(
T (A)
)
is order bounded in F . Hence, by applying [1, Thm.2.19(i)],
m
(
T (A)
)
is τ´ -bounded in F . Therefore, T is pτ -bounded.
The converse of Proposition 2.6 is false. For instance, consider ℓ∞ with norm topology,
R with usual topology, and identity operator I : (ℓ∞, |·|, ℓ∞) → (ℓ∞, ‖·‖,R). It is pτ -
bounded. Indeed, for any pτ -bounded set A in ℓ∞, |A| is τ -bounded in ℓ∞. Thus
∥∥|A|∥∥ =
‖A‖ is bounded in R. But it is not dominated; see [9, Rem.p.388].
In the following which is pτ version of [8, Prop.1], we give a relation about pτ -continuity
and order continuity.
Proposition 2.7. Let (X, p,Eτ ) be an opτ -continuous LNLS, (Y,m,Fτ´ ) be an LNLS,
and T : (X, p,E) → (Y,m,Fτ´ ) be a (sequentially) pτ -continuous positive operator. Then
T : X → Y is (σ-) order continuous operator.
Proof. We show only the order continuity of T , the sequential case is analogous. Assume
xα ↓ 0 in X. Since X is opτ -continuous then p(xα)
τ
−→ 0. Hence, xα
pτ
−→ 0 in X. By the
pτ -continuity of T , we have m(Txα)
τ´
−→ 0 in F . Since T is positive, we have Txα ↓. Also,
we have m(Txα)
τ´
−→ 0, so it follows from [5, Prop.2.4] that Txα ↓ 0. Thus, T is order
continuous.
Corollary 2.8. Let (X, p,E) be an opτ -continuous LNLS, (Y,m,Fτ´ ) be an LNLS such
that Y is order complete. If T : (X, p,E)→ (Y,m,F ) is pτ -continuous and T ∈ L
∼(X,Y )
then T : X → Y is order continuous.
Proof. Since Y is order complete and T is order bounded, by Riesz-Kantorovich formula,
we have T = T+ − T−. Now, Proposition 2.7 implies that T+ and T− are both order
continuous. Hence, by applying Lemma 2.1, T is order continuous.
Remark 2.1. Let X be a vector lattice, (Y,m,Fτ´ ) be an LNLS, and T : X → Y be a
strictly positive operator. Define p : X → F+, by p(x) = (m ◦ T )(|x|). Then (X, p, Fτ´ ) is
also an LNLS, and the map T : (X, p, Fτ´ ) → Y,m,Fτ´ ) is pτ -continuous. Indeed, assume
xα
pτ
−→ 0 in X. Then p(xα)
τ´
−→ 0, or (m ◦ T )(|xα|)
τ´
−→ 0 in F . But |Txα| ≤ T |xα|, and so
m
(
|Txα|
)
≤ m
(
T |xα|
)
for all α. Thus, m(Txα)
τ´
−→ 0 in F . Therefore, T is pτ -continuous.
In the next result, we give a relation about pτ and norm continuities.
Proposition 2.9. Let (X, ‖·‖X ) be a normed vector lattice. Then, for the topology τ
which generated by ‖·‖X , a linear operator T : (X, |·|,Xτ ) → (X, ‖·‖X ,R) is sequentially
pτ -continuous iff T : (X, ‖·‖X ) → (X, ‖·‖X ) is norm continuous.
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Proof. (⇒) Assume T : (X, |·|,X) → (X, ‖·‖X ,R) to be sequentially pτ -continuous, and
a sequence xn
‖·‖
−−→ 0 in X. Thus, xn
τ
−→ 0 in X, and since T is sequentially pτ -continuous
then Txn
‖·‖
−−→ 0.
(⇐) Assume that T is norm continuous, and let xn
pτ
−→ 0 in (X, |·|,X). Then |xn|
τ
−→ 0 or
xn
‖·‖
−−→ 0 in X. Hence Txn
‖·‖
−−→ 0. Therefore, T : (X, |·|,X) → (X, ‖·‖X ,R) is sequentially
p-continuous.
The following work which is pτ -version of [8, Prop.3] gives norm continuity of sequen-
tially pτ -continuous operator on mixed-norms.
Proposition 2.10. Let (X, p,Eτ ) be an LNLS with a normed vector lattice (E, ‖·‖E),
and (Y,m,Fτ´ ) be an LNLS with a normed vector lattice (F, ‖·‖F ), where τ and τ´ are
generated respectively by the norms ‖·‖E and ‖·‖F . Then if T : (X, p,Eτ )→ (Y,m,Fτ´ ) is
sequentially pτ -continuous, T : (X, p-‖·‖E) → (Y,m-‖·‖F ) is norm continuous.
Proof. Let (xn) be a sequence in X such that xn
p-‖·‖E
−−−−→ 0 (i.e. ‖p(xn)‖E → 0). Thus,
xn
pτ
−→ 0 in X. Now, the pτ -continuity of T implies m(Txn)
τ´
−→ 0 in F . So, ‖m(Txn)‖F → 0
or m-‖Txn‖F → 0. Therefore, we get the desired result.
By applying [1, Thm.2.19(i)] and [8, Prop.4], we can see that a p-continuous operator
between LNLSs (X, p,Eτ ) and (Y,m,Fτ´ ) is pτ -bounded. The next result extends the well-
known fact that every order continuous operator between vector lattices is order bounded,
and its proof is similar to [4, Thm.2.1] and [8, Prop.4].
Proposition 2.11. Let T be a pτ -continuous operator between LNLSs (X, p,Eτ ) and
(Y,m,Fτ´ ) then T is pτ -bounded.
Proof. Consider a family of Riesz pseudonorms {ρj}j∈J that generates the topology τ .
Assume T : X → Y is pτ -continuous. Let A be a pτ -bounded subset of X. Thus, p(A) is
τ -bounded in E, and so ρj(p(A)) is bounded in R for all j ∈ J ; see [5, Prop.1.2].
Let I = N ×A be an index set with the lexicographic order. That is: (m,a′) ≤ (n, a)
iff m < n or else m = n and p(a′) ≤ p(a). Clearly, I is directed upward. Let λ be a
boundary of ρj(p(A)) in R, and define a net (x(n,a))(n,a)∈I =
1
n
a. Then ρj
(
p(x(n,a))
)
=
1
n
ρj
(
p(a)
)
≤ 1
n
λ, and so we have ρj
(
p(x(n,a))
)
→ 0 in R. Hence, p(x(n,a))
τ
−→ 0 in E; see
[1, Thm.2.28], or x(n,a)
pτ
−→ 0 in X. By pτ -continuity of T , we get m(Tx(n,a))
τ´
−→ 0.
Let V be a arbitrary τ´ -neighborhood of zero. Since m(Tx(n,a))
τ´
−→ 0, there exists a
index (n′, a′) ∈ I satisfying m(Tx(n,a)) ∈ V for all (n, a) ≥ (n
′, a′). Fix (n0, a0) ∈ I
satisfying m(Tx(n,a)) ∈ V for all (n, a) ≥ (n0, a0). In particular, (n0 + 1, a) ≥ (n0, a0) for
all a ∈ A. Thus, m(Tx(n0+1,a)) = m(
1
n0+1
Ta) ∈ V , or m(Ta) ∈ (n0 + 1)V for all a ∈ A.
Therefore, T is pτ -bounded.
Remark 2.2. If T : (X, p,Eτ ) → (Y,m,Fτ´ ) between two LNLSs is pτ -continuous then
T : X → Y as an operator between two vector lattices need not to be order bounded.
Consider the classical Fourier coefficients operator T : L1[0, 1]→ c0 defined by defined by
T (f) =
(∫ 1
0
f(x)sinx dx,
∫ 1
0
f(x)sin2x dx, ...
)
.
Then it can be shown that T : L1[0, 1]→ c0 is norm bounded which is not order bounded;
see [1, Exer.10,p.289]. So, T : (L1[0, 1], ‖·‖L1 ,R) → (c0, ‖·‖∞,R) is pτ -continuous and is
not order bounded.
Using [15, Thm.2.2] in Remark 2.2 and applying Proposition 2.11, it can be see that
pτ -continuity implies orded boundedness if (F, τ´ ) is a locally solid vector lattice with
order bounded τ´ -neighborhood of zero. It is known that any positive operator from a
Banach lattice into a normed vector lattice is norm continuous, or is norm bounded; see
[2, Thm.4.3]. Similarly, we have the following result.
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Theorem 2.12. Let (X, p,Eτ ) be a sequentially pτ -complete LNLS such that (E, ‖·‖E) is
a Banach lattice and τ is generated by ‖·‖E, and let (Y, ‖·‖Y ) be a normed vector lattice.
If T : X → Y is a positive operator then T : (X, p,Eτ )→ (Y, ‖·‖Y ,R) is pτ -bounded.
Proof. Assume that T : (X, p,Eτ ) → (Y, ‖·‖Y ,R) is not pτ -bounded. Then there is a pτ -
bounded subset A of X such that T (A) is not norm bounded in Y . Since A is pτ -bounded,
p(A) is τ -bounded in E, and so ‖p(A)‖E is bounded by some u ∈ E. Since T (A) is not
norm bounded, for any n ∈ N , there is an xn ∈ A such that ‖Txn‖Y ≥ n
3. Since T is
positive then we have |Txn| ≤ T |xn|, and so we may assume without loss of generality
that xn ≥ 0. Consider the series
∞∑
n=1
1
n2
xn in the mixed-norm space (X, p-‖·‖E), which is
a Banach lattice due to Lemma 1.2. Then
∞∑
n=1
p-‖
1
n2
xn‖E =
∞∑
n=1
1
n2
‖p(xn)‖E ≤ u
∞∑
n=1
1
n2
<∞.
Since the series
∞∑
n=1
1
n2
xn is absolutely convergent, it converges to some element, say x,
i.e. x =
∞∑
n=1
1
n2
xn ∈ X. Clearly, x ≥
1
n2
xn for every n ∈ N and, since T ≥ 0 then
T (x) ≥ 1
n2
Txn, which implies ‖Tx‖Y ≥
1
n2
‖Txn‖Y ≥ n for all n ∈ N ; a contradiction.
Recall that a operator T ∈ L(X,Y ), where X and Y are normed spaces, is called
Dunford-Pettis if xn
w
−→ 0 in X implies Txn
‖·‖
−−→ 0 in Y . The following is pτ version of [8,
Prop.5], so we omit its proof.
Proposition 2.13. Let (X, ‖·‖X ) be a normed vector lattice and (Y, ‖·‖Y ) be a normed
space. Put E := R,X
∗
and define p : X → E+, by p(x)[f ] = |f |(|x|) for f ∈ X
∗. It is easy
to see that (X, p,Eτ ), where τ is a locally solid topology generated on X
∗ by the norm
‖·‖X∗ , is an LNLS; see [5, Ex.1.3]. Then followings hold;
(i) If T ∈ L(X,Y ) is a Dunford-Pettis operator then T : (X, p,Eτ ) → (Y, ‖·‖Y ,R) is
sequentially pτ -continuous.
(ii) The converse holds true if the lattice operations of X are weakly sequentially contin-
uous.
It should be noticed that there are many classes of Banach lattices that satisfy condi-
tion (ii) of Proposition 2.13. For example, the lattice operations of atomic order continu-
ous Banach lattices, AM -spaces and Banach lattices with atomic topological dual are all
weakly sequentially continuous (see respectively, [16, Prop.2.5.23], [1, Thm.4.31] and [3,
Cor.2.2])
The following result gives an approximation property of pτ -continuous operators in
terms of disjoint sequences, which is motivated from [2, Thm.4.36].
Theorem 2.14. Let T : (X, p,Eτ )→ (Y,m,Fτ´ ) be a pτ -continuous operator with (F, ‖·‖F )
is a normed vector lattice and (F, τ´ ) has σ-Lebesgue property. Consider a pτ -bounded solid
subset A of X. If m(Txn)
‖·‖F
−−−→ 0 holds for each disjoint sequence (xn) in A then, for
each ε > 0, there exists some u ∈ X+ lying in the ideal generated by A such that∥∥∥∥m
(
T
(
(|x| − u)+
))∥∥∥∥ < ε
holds for all x ∈ A.
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Proof. Suppose that the claim is false. Then there exists some ε > 0 such that, for each
u ≥ 0 in the ideal generated by A, we have
∥∥m(T (|x|−u)+))∥∥ ≥ ε for at least one x ∈ A.
In particular, there exists a sequence (xn) in A such that, for each n, we have
∥∥∥∥m
(
T
(
(|xn+1| − 4
n
n∑
i=1
|xi|)
+
))∥∥∥∥ ≥ ε. (⋆)
Now, put y =
∞∑
n=1
1
2n |xn|, and let wn =
(
|xn+1|−4
n
n∑
i=1
|xi|
)+
and vn =
(
|xn+1|−4
n
n∑
i=1
|xi|−
1
2n y
)+
. Thus, since 12n |xn| ≤ y for all n, the sequence (vn) is disjoint; see [2, Lem.4.35].
Since A is solid and 0 ≤ vn ≤ |xn+1| holds, we see that (vn) in A, and so, by our hypothesis,
we have
m(Tvn)
‖·‖F
−−−→ 0.
On the other hand, we have 0 ≤ wn − vn ≤
1
2n y, and so p(wn − vn) ≤
1
2np(y). Hence,
p(wn − vn)
o
−→ 0 and so, by σ-Lebesgue property of E, p(wn − vn)
τ
−→ 0. It follows, by
pτ -continuity of T , that m
(
T (wn − vn)
) ‖·‖F
−−−→ 0. By the following formula
m(Twn) = m
(
T (wn − vn + vn)
)
≤ m
(
T (wn − vn)
)
+m
(
T (vn)
) ‖·‖F
−−−→ 0,
we have m(Twn)
‖·‖F
−−−→ 0. However, this contradicts (⋆), and the proof is finished.
3 upτ-Continuous Operators
A net (xα) in an LNLS (X, p,Eτ ) is said to be unbounded pτ -convergent to x if p(|xα −
x| ∧ u)
τ
−→ 0 for all u ∈ X+; see [5]. Motivated from up-continuous operators; see [8] and
un-continuous functionals; see [14, p.16], and by using the upτ -convergence, we introduce
the following notion.
Definition 3.1. A operator T between two LNLSs (X, p,Eτ ) and (Y,m,Fτ´ ) is called
upτ -continuous if xα
upτ
−−→ 0 in X implies Txα
upτ
−−→ 0 in Y . If it is hold only for sequence
then T is called sequentially upτ -continuous
It is clear that if T is (sequentially) pτ -continuous operator then T is (sequentially)
upτ -continuous. The following is a more general extension of [14, Prop.9.4.].
Theorem 3.1. Let (X, p,Eτ ) be an LNLS with an Banach lattice (E, ‖·‖E) and τ is
generated by the norm ‖·‖E , and let (Y,m,Fτ´ ) be an LNLS with a normed vector lat-
tice (F, ‖·‖F ) and τ´ is generated by the norm ‖·‖F . Then a dominated surjective lattice
homomorphism operator T ∈ L(X,Y ) is sequentially upτ -continuous.
Proof. Let (xn) be an upτ -convergences to zero sequence in X. Let’s fix u ∈ Y+. Since
T is a surjective lattice homomorphism, we have some v ∈ X+ such that Tv = u. Since
xn
upτ
−−→ 0 in X, we have p(|xn| ∧ v)
τ
−→ 0 in E. Since T is dominated, there is a positive
operator S : E → F such that
m
(
T (|xn| ∧ v)
)
≤ S
(
p(|xn| ∧ v)
)
.
Taking into account that T is a lattice homomorphism and Tv = u, we get
m
(
|Txn| ∧ u
)
≤ S
(
p(|xn| ∧ v)
)
By [1, Thm.4.3], we know that every positive operator from a Banach lattice to normed
vector lattice is continuous. So, S is continuous. Hence, we get S
(
p(|xn| ∧ v)
) τ´
−→ 0 in F
and so m
(
|Txn| ∧ u
) τ´
−→ 0. Therefore, we get the desired result.
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Remark 3.1. It should be mentioned, by using Theorem 3.1, that if a operator T is a
surjective lattice homomorphism with an order continuous dominant then it can be easily
seen that T is upτ -continuous.
Definition 3.2. For an LNLS (X, p,Eτ ), a sublattice Y of X is called upτ -regular if, for
any net (yα) in Y , the convergence yα
upτ
−−→ 0 in Y implies yα
upτ
−−→ 0 in X.
Corollary 3.2. Let (X, p,Eτ ) be an LNLS with a Banach lattice (E, ‖·‖E) and τ is gener-
ated by the norm ‖·‖E , and let (Y,m,Fτ´ ) be an LNLS with a normed vector lattice (F, ‖·‖F )
and τ´ is generated by the norm ‖·‖F . If T ∈ L(X,Y ) is a dominated lattice homomorphism
operator and T (Y ) is upτ -regular in Y then it is sequentially upτ -continuous.
Proof. Since T is a lattice homomorphism, T (X) is vector sublattice of Y . So
(
T (X),m, Fτ´
)
is an LNLS. Thus, by Theorem 3.1, we have T : (X, p,Eτ )→
(
T (X),m, Fτ´
)
is sequentially
upτ -continuous.
Next, we show that T : (X, p,Eτ ) → (Y,m,Fτ´ ) is sequentially upτ -continuous. Let
(xn) be a upτ -convergence zero sequence in X, so Txn
upτ
−−→ 0 in T (X). Since T (X) is
upτ -regular in Y , we have T (xn)
upτ
−−→ 0 in Y . Therefore, T : X → Y is sequentially
upτ -continuous.
Corollary 3.3. Let (X, p,Eτ ) be an LNLS with a Banach lattice (E, ‖·‖E) and τ is
generated by the norm ‖·‖E, and let (Y,m,Fτ´ ) be an LNLS with a normed vector lattice
(F, ‖·‖F ) and τ´ is generated by the norm ‖·‖F . If T ∈ L(X,Y ) is a dominated lattice
homomorphism operator and IT (X) (the ideal generated by T (X)) is upτ -regular in Y then
it is sequentially upτ -continuous.
Proof. Let (xn) be a upτ -convergences zero sequence in X, and so p(|xn| ∧ u)
τ
−→ 0 in E
for all u ∈ X+. Let’s fix 0 ≤ w ∈ IT (X). Then there is x ∈ X+ such that 0 ≤ w ≤ Tx.
Therefore, for a dominant S, we have
m
(
T (|xn| ∧ x)
)
≤ S
(
p(|xn| ∧ x)
)
and so, by taking lattice homomorphism of T , we have
m
(
(|Txn| ∧ Tx)
)
≤ S
(
p(|xn| ∧ x)
)
.
It follows from 0 ≤ w ≤ Tx, that
m
(
(|Txn| ∧ w)
)
≤ S
(
p(|Txn| ∧ x)
)
.
Now, the argument given in the proof of Theorem 3.1 can be repeated here as well. Thus,
we have that T : (X, p,Eτ ) →
(
IT (X),m, Fτ´
)
is sequentially upτ -continuous. Since IT (X)
is upτ -regular in Y , it can be easily seen that, by Corollary 3.3, T : X → Y is sequentially
upτ -continuous.
Lemma 3.4. Let (X, p,Eτ ) and (Y,m,Fτ´ ) be two LNLSs with Y is order complete vector
lattice. If T : (X, p,Eτ ) → (Y,m,Fτ´ ) is a positive upτ -continuous operator then S :
(X+, p, Eτ )→ (Y+,m, Fτ´ ) defined as
S(x) = sup{T (xα ∧ x) : xα ∈ X+, xα
upτ
−−→ 0}
for each x ∈ X+. Then S is also upτ -continuous operator.
Proof. Suppose X+ ∋ yβ
upτ
−−→ 0. Then Tyβ
upτ
−−→ 0 in Y , and so m
(
Tyβ ∧ w
) τ´
−→ 0 in F for
all w ∈ Y+. For any net xα ∈ X+ and fixed w ∈ Y+, we have
T (xα ∧ yβ) ∧ w ≤ T (yβ) ∧ w
τ´
−→ 0.
Therefore, we get the desired result.
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The following is an extension of [11, Prop.4].
Proposition 3.5. Let (X, p,Eτ ) and (Y,m,Fτ´ ) be two LNLSs with Y is order complete
vector lattice. If T : (X, p,Eτ ) → (Y,m,Fτ´ ) is a positive upτ -continuous operator then
the Kantorovich extension of S : (X+, p, Eτ )→ (Y+,m, Fτ´ ) defined as
S(x) = sup{T (xα ∧ x) : xα ∈ X+, xα
upτ
−−→ 0}
for each x ∈+, is also upτ -continuous operator.
Proof. We show firstly that S has the Kantorovich extension. To make this let see addi-
tivity of it. For any vector x, y, z ∈ X, we have (x+y)∧z ≤ x∧z+y∧z; see [2, Lem.1.4].
Then, for any upτ -null net xα ∈ X+, we have
T
(
(x+ y) ∧ xα
)
≤ T (x ∧ xα) + T (y ∧ xα) ≤ S(x) + S(y)
So, by taking supremum, we get S(x+ y) ≤ S(x) +S(y). On the other hand, for any two
upτ -null nets xα and yβ in X+, using the formula in the proof of [2, Thm.1.28,p.25]
T (x ∧ xα) + T (y ∧ yβ) = T (x ∧ xα + y ∧ yβ) ≤ T
(
(x+ y) ∧ (xα + yβ)
)
≤ S(x+ y).
Thus, we get S(x)+S(y) ≤ S(x+y). Therefore, by [2, Thm.1.10], S extends to a positive
operator, denoted by Sˆ : (X, p,Eτ ) → (Y,m,Fτ´ ). That is Sˆx = S(x
+) − S(x−) for all
x ∈ X.
Suppose a net wβ
upτ
−−→ 0 in X. By [5, Prop.3.3], w+β
upτ
−−→ 0 and w−β
upτ
−−→ 0 in X. Thus,
by Lemma 3.4, S(w+β )
upτ
−−→ 0 and S(w−β )
upτ
−−→ 0 in Y and so, by [5, Lem.3.4], Sˆwβ =
S(w+β )− S(w
−
β )
upτ
−−→ 0 in Y . Therefore, we get the desired result.
We complete this section wit the following technical work.
Proposition 3.6. Consider two LNLSs (X, p,Eτ ) and (Y,m,Fτ´ ), and a ideal A in X.
Let T be a positive upτ -continuous operator between these LNLSs. Then a operator S :
(X, p,Eτ )→ (Y,m,Fτ´ ) defined as
S(x) = sup
a∈A
T (|x| ∧ a)
for each x ∈ X. So, S is also upτ -continuous operator.
Proof. Let xα
upτ
−−→ 0 be in X. So, |xα|
upτ
−−→ 0; see [5, Lem.3.4(v)], and so T (|xα|)
upτ
−−→ 0 in
Y . Thus, for each u ∈ Y+, we have
|S(xα)| ∧ u =
∣∣∣∣ sup
a∈A
T (|xα| ∧ a)
∣∣∣∣ ∧ u ≤ ∣∣T (|xα|)∣∣ ∧ u ≤ T (|xα|) ∧ u upτ−−→ 0.
Therefore, S(xα)
upτ
−−→ 0 in Y .
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